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Abstract In this paper, by using quaternion models, the problem of attitude control is investigated

for a class of flexible satellites. Two control laws are presented for the considered flexible satellite

models to guarantee convergence of the closed-loop systems without using angular velocity mea-

surement. One is in the form of a partial state feedback for the case where the modal variable is

available, and the other is in the form of an observer-based partial state feedback for the case where

the modal variable cannot be measured. Finally, an example is employed to illustrate the effective-

ness of the proposed control laws.
� 2018 Production and hosting by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of Chinese Society of Aeronautics and

Astronautics. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/

licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

20

21 1. Introduction

22 The attitude control of spacecrafts and satellites has important
23 applications for some space missions such as pointing and for-
24 mation flying. This topic has attracted much attention from a
25 considerable number of researchers.1–4 For attitude control,
26 much investigation is based on the unit quaternion representa-
27 tion.5–8 In Ref. 5, some attitude controllers with the structure
28 of a Proportional-Derivative (PD) feedback plus feed-forward

29were designed for a rigid body. In Ref. 6, a sliding mode con-
30trol law was designed and applied to spacecraft attitude track-
31ing maneuvers when the inertia of a spacecraft was not exactly
32known. In Ref. 7, attitude control was considered for a rigid
33spacecraft with the control signal constrained by a common
34maximum magnitude in the presence of bounded unknown dis-
35turbances. A sliding mode controller was designed for such a
36type of spacecrafts to achieve global stability. The designed
37controller was in the form of a proportional feedback plus a
38smooth switch-like feedback with an auxiliary time-varying
39attitude gain function. High-order sliding mode controllers
40were designed in Ref. 8 for attitude control of a rigid space-
41craft. A merit of the designed controller is that the phenomena
42of chattering can be eliminated. In Ref. 9, two Fault-Tolerant
43Control (FTC) schemes were derived for spacecraft attitude
44stabilization with external disturbances. In Ref. 10, the quater-
45nion model of a rigid spacecraft was firstly transformed into
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46 the Lagrange-like, and then two robust sliding mode con-
47 trollers were proposed to solve attitude tracking problems in
48 the absence of both model uncertainties and external distur-
49 bances as well as in their presence.
50 In the aforementioned attitude control laws, the angular
51 velocity of a rigid spacecraft was used in the construction of
52 an attitude control law. However, in some circumstances, it
53 is not easy to measure the angular velocity. Therefore, it is nec-
54 essary to design an attitude control law without angular veloc-
55 ity measurement. Such a controller was designed in Ref. 11 by
56 using a nonlinear filter of the quaternion to replace the angular
57 velocity feedback. In Ref. 12, a velocity-free attitude stabiliza-
58 tion scheme was proposed for a rigid spacecraft. In this control
59 scheme, an angular velocity observer-like system was explicitly
60 designed to construct the stabilizing feedback. In Ref. 13, two
61 simple Saturated Proportional-Derivative (SPD) controllers
62 were proposed for asymptotic stabilization of a rigid spacecraft
63 with actuator constraints and without velocity measurement.
64 In Ref. 14, a continuous angular velocity observer with frac-
65 tional power functions was proposed to estimate the angular
66 velocity via quaternion attitude information.
67 For flexible spacecraft, the effect of the motion of the elastic
68 appendages must be taken into consideration, and thus the
69 attitude control problem is more complicated. In Ref. 15, a
70 dynamic controller was proposed for the attitude control of
71 a flexible spacecraft under the assumption that the modal vari-
72 ables describing flexible elements were not available. In Ref.
73 16, an adaptive sliding mode control law with a hybrid sliding
74 surface was proposed for a flexible spacecraft to minimize the
75 effect of uncertainties and disturbances. In Ref. 17, an adap-
76 tive control law was proposed to solve the attitude tracking
77 problem for flexible spacecrafts subject to a gravity-gradient
78 disturbance under inertia matrix uncertainty. In Ref. 18, a
79 nonlinear observer-based state feedback control law was
80 designed to ensure the control objectives for attitude tracking.
81 In Refs. 15–18, attitude control laws for flexible spacecraft
82 were designed based on the unit quaternion representation.
83 In Ref. 19, the three-axis attitude tracking control problem
84 was investigated in presence of parameter uncertainties and
85 disturbances based on the modified Rodrigues parameteriza-
86 tion. An attitude control law was presented in the form of a
87 nonlinear PD term plus a switching function about a sliding
88 variable.
89 In this paper, we consider the problem of attitude control
90 for flexible satellites based on the unit quaternion representa-
91 tion. It is assumed that the modal variables describing flexible
92 elements are not measurable. For such a class of flexible satel-
93 lites, a dynamic controller is given to achieve stability for the
94 closed-loop system. The designed controller has two features.
95 One is that it is in the form of an observer-based state feedback.
96 The other is that the angular velocity feedback is not used.

97 2. Motion equations of a flexible satellite and problem

98 formulation

99 In this section, the mathematical model of a flexible satellite is
100 given. We adopt the unit quaternion to describe the attitude of
101 a satellite. The associated quaternion is given by
102

q ¼ q0

qv

� �
ð1Þ

104104

105with
106

q0 ¼ cosðU=2Þ; qv ¼
q1

q2

q3

2
64

3
75 ¼ � sinðU=2Þ ð2Þ

108108

109where � is the unit Euler axis, and U is the rotation angel about
110the Euler axis. The quaternion components are not indepen-
111dent on each other, and they satisfy a single constraint as
112

q20 þ qTv qv ¼ 1 114114

115For the quaternion q in Eq. (1), define the following matrix
116N:
117

Nðq0; qvÞ ¼ �qv; q0I� q�v
� � ð3Þ 119119

120where q�v is the cross-product matrix defined by
121

q�v ¼
0 �q3 q2

q3 0 �q1

�q2 q1 0

2
64

3
75 ð4Þ

123123

124With the preceding notation, the quaternion kinematics
125equation is given as 6

126

_q ¼ _q0

_qv

� �
¼ 1

2
NTðq0; qvÞx ð5Þ

128128

129where x is the satellite angular velocity. Due to the property of
130the matrix N, there holds
131

x ¼ 2Nðq0; qvÞ
_q0

_qv

� �
ð6Þ

133133

134Under the hypothesis of small deformations, by using the
135Euler theorem, the dynamic equations of a flexible satellite
136can be given by
137

J _xþ dT€g ¼ �x� ðJxþ dT _gÞ þ u ð7Þ 139139

140

€gþ C _gþ Kg ¼ �d _x ð8Þ 142142

143where J is the total inertia matrix which is symmetric, u is the
144external torque acting on the main body of the satellite, and g

145is the modal coordinate vector. In the modal Eq. (8), C and K
146are respectively the damping matrix and the stiffness matrix,
147which are in the following forms:
148

C ¼ diagf2f1xn1; 2f2xn2; . . . ; 2fNxnNg
K ¼ diagfx2

n1;x
2
n2; . . . ;x

2
nNg 150150

151d is the coupling matrix between flexible and rigid dynamics. In
152this paper, N elastic modes are considered. The corresponding
153natural frequencies are xni, i= 1, 2,. . ., N, and the associated
154dampings are fi, i= 1, 2,. . ., N. From Eqs. (7) and (8), the fol-
155lowing dynamic equations of the flexible satellite can be
156obtained15:
157

_x ¼ J�1
mb½�x� ðJmbxþ dTwÞ þ dTðCwþ Kg� CdxÞ þ u�

_g ¼ w� dx

_w ¼ �ðCwþ Kg� CdxÞ

8><
>:

ð9Þ 159159

160In dynamic Eq. (9),
161

Jmb ¼ J� dTd 163163

164is the main body inertia matrix and
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